
Fraud

Fraud Risk

Planning Stage
1. Audit team discussion Where the Financial Statements might be susceptible to material misstatement due 

to fraud and how fraud might occur
2. Enquiries of management Management bear primary responsibiltiy for fraud

3. Enquiries of others within the entity Management in best position to perpetrate fraud - corroborate management 
responses with others in the entity

4. Enquiries of internal audit Knowledge of any suspected or actual fraud

5. Fraud risk factors

6. Perform analytical procedures and evaluate any unusual or unexpected relationships

Risk Response to Fraud
1. Change nature of audit procedures Select larger samples, obtain third party confirmations

2. Modify timing of audit procedures Perform substantive procedures at year end

3. Change the extent of audit procedures Increase sample size

4. Test journals Around year end (more likely to be fraudulent activities)

5. Accounting estimates Management assumptions and judgements would lead to possible bias

6. Unusual transactions Outside entity's normal course of business

Responsibilities during Reporting phase
1. Perform final analytical review - Conclude whether financial statements are consistent with auditors 

understanding of the entity
- Evaluate any previously unidentified RMM due to fraud

2. Misstatements found - Reevaluate risk assessment, appropriate audit procedures performed, possibility 
of collusion.
- Ensure fraud is reported to directors and those charged with governance



Risk factors & mitigating contr

Fraud Risk Factors & Mitigating Controls

Fraud Risk Factor Mitigating Control
Related party transactions (non-arms length) All related party transactions must be approved by the Board
Bonus linked to achievement of KPI (incentive to manipulate Financial Statements) Remove KPI from the bonus requirement

Ensure KPIs that will not lead to unethical behaviour are set
Misappropriate assets  (paying dummy invoices) Segregation of Duties, cannot perform both functions
Paying cash on delivery (COD) (risk of non-commercial transactions) Should be paid by cheque after the approval process has been followed with supporting 

documentation
All sales should through to a POS system and sales recorded should be reconciled to cash 
receipts

Inadequate Segregation of Duties Misappropriate company funds, paying dummy invoices due to deficient internal controls
Inferior quality to save costs Intentionally improve profitability by overstating inventory and understating provision

- Implement process to review deliveries to ensure appropriate quality in line with 
contracted requirements

No one reviewing work Opportunity to perpretrate fraudulent activities (create fictitious orders and invoices) as 
no one is reviewing the work

Large proportion of bonus Incentive to overstate profits to increase bonus
Large unexplained stock shortages Misappropriate assets



Materiality

Materiality

Issue Impact on Materiality Rationale
Listed Company Decrease Large number of users, increased pressure to manipulate financial statements
Remuneration Decrease Incentive to create fictitious sales to increase commissions
Experienced personnel Increase Increases experienced will decrease RMM

Volatile profit growth Decrease Increase RMM as management are pressured to produce unachievable profit results
Declining sales Decrease Pressure on management to meet financial targets

Highly competitive market Decrease Susceptible to changes in the economy therefore relatively higher risk
Outsourcing Decrease Internal controls are not implemented

Raising Equity Decrease Incentive for management to manipulate financial results to attract investors
Relocation overseas Decrease Exposure to foreign currency transactions

Revising Materiality

Discovery Impact on Materiality Rationale
Settlement of a legal claim Decrease Adjust net profit for the payout (deduct the payout) and recalculate overall materiality
New loan with debt covenant Decrease Set specific materiality for accounts relating to the covenant



Fundamental Principles

Fundamental Principles

Integrity To be straightforward and honest in all professional and business relationships 

Objectivity To not allow bias, conflict of interest of undue influence of ohers to override professional or business judgements

Professional competence and due care to maintain professional knowledge and skill at the level required to esnure that a client or employer receives competent professional services 
based on current developments and act diligently and in accordance with applicable technical and profesional standards

Confidentiality To respect the confidentiality of information acquired as a result of professional and business relationships, and therefore, not disclose any such 
information to third parties without proper and specific authority, unless there is a legal or professional right or duty to disclose, nor use the 
information for personal advantage of the professional accountant or third parties

Professional behaviour To comply with relevant laws and regulations and avoid any action that discredits the profession


